
Preface to  

the Third Edition

The first edition of this book originally arose out of a simple neces-
sity that i encountered in trying to assemble readings for my overflow-
ing Caribbean music classes. The amount of english-language academic 

literature on Caribbean music is growing, but most of it is, in one way or 
another, unsuitable for the general reader or for college students. Journalistic 
articles and websites on the region’s pop music also abound, but they are scat-
tered among innumerable sources and represent nearly as many perspectives 
and topics. Clearly, a need has existed for a readable guide to Caribbean music 
oriented toward a broad audience.

a more fundamental need, of course, is for greater knowledge of Caribbean 
music and culture in general, both in the united states and in the Caribbean 
itself. Caribbean immigrant communities now constitute significant and dy-
namic segments of north american society, making up, for example, well over 
a third of the population of new york City and more than half of the population 
of miami. urban neighborhoods throb to the pulse of Caribbean music, and 
Caribbean stores and products have become familiar and colorful elements of 
urban america’s cosmopolitan landscape. Their impact now extends to hinter-
land areas such as central pennsylvania, where a typical diner or pizzeria may 
offer “mangu domincono [sic]”—the Dominican plantain dish mangú domini-
cano. as the u.s. government and economy continue to dominate the Carib-
bean, the two regions have become more closely intertwined than ever.

This book is oriented toward a few distinct yet overlapping sets of read-
ers. one group includes the music lover who has taken a fancy to some kind 
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of Caribbean music and wants to know more about the background of that 
style and about the region’s music as a whole. another set includes the stu-
dent of Caribbean society or of pan-american society in general, who seeks 
an introduction to this most dynamic aspect of our hemisphere’s culture. 
last, but not least, is the set of readers of Caribbean descent, increasing 
numbers of whom now populate college classes. many such students love 
the music of their culture and take pride in their ethnic identity but know 
woefully little about their musical heritage beyond the current hit parade. ig-
norance of other local Caribbean cultures is even more prevalent, inhibiting 
the formation of pan-regional alliances and contributing to the persistence 
of rivalries and stereotypes. north american universities are only beginning 
to rectify this situation. even in a Caribbean cauldron such as new york 
City, very few colleges have made an effort to recognize the music cultures of 
their immigrant populations, whether because of a euro-american ethno-
centric disdain or a lack of qualified teachers and suitable course materials.

Caribbean Currents has attempted to address this need, by providing a 
readable and informative overview of Caribbean music for the student and 
general reader. although this book contains much new information, espe-
cially on recent developments that are only beginning to be documented in 
print, it does not pretend to be an original scholarly monograph. similarly, it 
does not attempt to be a comprehensive reference book on Caribbean music, 
which would demand a volume several times the size of this one. instead, 
it is, by choice, a book with a circumscribed scope. for one thing, i have 
adopted a relatively narrow conception of the “Caribbean basin,” excluding, 
for example, the musics of coastal venezuela, Central america, and mexico, 
however interesting they may be. further, even within such limits, instead 
of attempting to include all possible genres and subcategories, i have en-
deavored to highlight the most important and representative aspects of each 
music culture rather than attempting to include all possible genres and sub-
categories. as a result, a considerable range of subjects, from Cuban changüí 
to Jamaican benta music, is not fully covered herein. to the Cubanophile 
interested in her island’s arará drumming, for example, i offer my apolo-
gies—and a set of recommended readings. but, as the title promises, rumba 
and reggae, among many other genres, are definitely present, and they are 
given much more thorough treatment than would be possible in a sketchy 
survey that attempted to touch on every category. 

production of a third edition of this book seemed appropriate for several 
reasons. The first edition, printed in 1995, clearly served its purpose, as it sold 
well among both college students and lay readers and received the annual 
best book prize from the Caribbean studies association. However, the 
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decade after 1995 saw a number of significant developments in Caribbean 
music, from the flowering of reggaeton and timba to the mainstreaming of 
Dominican bachata, not to mention the emergence of an entire new genera-
tion of performers. The sheer volume of accessible information on Caribbean 
music also increased dramatically, both on the internet and in publications 
by gage averill, robin moore, norman stolzoff, ned sublette, Chris Wash-
burne, and others. The second edition, produced in 2006, reflected many of 
these developments and contained various revisions and additions. among 
these were some charcoal renderings of photos, drawn by me and intended 
less to highlight my artistic talent, which is in any case unimpressive, than 
to avoid copyright complications. 

given the rapidity with which Caribbean music evolves and new infor-
mation about it appears, the 2006 edition, too, found itself in need of updat-
ing. to that end, i am pleased to be able to present this third edition, for 
which michael largey wrote Chapter 6 and i wrote (and take sole responsi-
bility for) the remainder. This new edition incorporates much information 
from recent publications, such as those by geoffrey baker, Donna Hope, 
sydney Hutchinson, and robin moore, as well as from the vast amount of 
material on the internet. more importantly, it covers significant recent devel-
opments, including the ongoing reggaeton and bachata boom, the expansion 
of music videos, the impact of the internet, the restructuring of the music 
industry, and the ongoing colorful perversities of the Jamaican dancehall 
scene. it also discusses dance styles in much greater depth than the earlier 
editions. in general, it is also laden with miscellaneous new material and 
reworkings of the old, reflecting my ongoing education in the field. 

in writing this edition i have drawn heavily from the earlier work of 
such writers as leonardo acosta, alejo Carpentier, Juan flores, Donald Hill, 
argeliers león, gordon lewis, fernando ortiz, John storm roberts, and 
gordon rohlehr, and—among the more current generations of writers (in 
addition to those mentioned above)—paul austerlitz, Hal barton, orlando 
fiol, David garcia, frank Korom, benjamin lapidus, Deborah pacini, ste-
phen steumpfle, and amanda villepastour, to name but a few. particularly 
useful and inspiring in writing the Jamaica chapter was the monumental 
work of Kenneth bilby, who contributed to the earlier editions of this book. 
Journal articles by enrique fernandez, Daisane mcClaine, gene scaramuz-
zo, and others have also been helpful, and i am indebted to these authors not 
only for the information they provided but also for more than one felicitous 
turn of phrase that i have borrowed. 

more specific thanks are due to the many individuals and institutions 
that have assisted me in completing this volume. Delfín pérez and Chris 
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Washburne were invaluable latin music gurus. regarding the researching of 
indo-Caribbean music, i must mention narsaloo ramaya, ajeet praimsingh, 
Kries ramkhelawan, rudy sasenarine, moean mohammad, mukesh ragoo, 
and mungal patesar. i have also been fortunate to have at hand another set 
of excellent informants in the more than one thousand Caribbean students 
who have taken my classes at John Jay College and who have been of invalu-
able help in keeping me in touch with current developments and in provid-
ing their perspectives on music. i have also learned much from my current 
and former students at the graduate Center of the City university of new 
york, especially manuela arciniegas, ryan bazinet, Javier Diaz, Johnny 
frias, stephanie Jackson, angelina tallaj, Janice mahinka, and others al-
ready mentioned. 

for their help in collecting photographs for the volume, thanks are due 
to John amira, the ethnic folk arts Center, sydney Hutchinson, sandra 
levinson of the Center for Cuban studies, Chantal regnault, roberta singer 
of City lore, and lois Wilcken. Donald Hill guided me through the treach-
erous world of copyright permissions. i also thank sophia manuel for trying 
to teach me how to draw with charcoal, liliana for keeping me up on cur-
rent developments in the club scene, and beth for letting me neglect domes-
tic duties to undertake Caribbean research trips (which mostly consisted 
of various sorts of “liming”). on behalf of michael largey, gratitude is also 
extended to gage averill, lolo beaubrun, allison berg, Dominique Cy- 
rille, laura Donnelly, Julian gerstin, and Jocelyne guilbault. finally, i thank 
susan Deeks and Joan vidal for the fine copyediting.
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Introduction

The global impact of Caribbean music constitutes something of an 
enigma in world culture. How could music styles of such global popu-
larity and influence be fashioned by a population that makes up well 

under 1 percent of the world’s peoples, scattered in an archipelago, and quite 
lacking in economic and political power? How is it that reggae, emanating 
from small and impoverished Jamaica, can resound and be actively cultivated 
everywhere from Hawaii to malawi? Why should it be Cuba that produces the 
style that comes to dominate much of african urban music in the mid-twen-
tieth century? or, to go further back in time, what made the Caribbean basin 
so dynamic that its afro-latin music and dance forms such as the sarabanda 
and chacona could take spain by storm in the decades around 1600 and go 
on to enliven baroque music and dance in Western europe?

This book may not definitively answer these questions, although a few 
hypotheses are indeed suggested. on a metaphorical level, the Caribbean has 
been likened to a fuse that connects the old Worlds—europe and especially 
africa—to the new World, and with so much energy and intensity passing 
through it, that fuse gets very, very hot, with a heat that generates music of 
extraordinary expressivity. perhaps somewhat more tangibly, the Caribbean, 
like certain other parts of the new World, constituted a site where those two 
dynamic old World music cultures met and interacted in ways that were 
unique to that region and its sociohistorical conditions. much of the rich-
ness of these original music cultures was lost in crossing the atlantic, but 
much was retained. in the crucible of the Caribbean—with its particular 

The Caribbean Crucible

1
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combination of white political power and black demographic power, and of 
insular isolation and maritime cross-fertilization—these musical elements 
simmered, effervesced, and eventually bubbled over, enriching the world 
around with the unique vitality of the mambo and the merengue.

There are other senses in which Caribbean vernacular musics evolved as 
quintessentially suited to modernity and global appeal. some have argued 
that the cultural encounter enabled african-derived musics to replenish 
the warm sensuality that centuries of Christianity had repressed in europe, 
making Caribbean and afro-american musics ideally suited to a distinc-
tively modern aesthetic and social worldview at last liberated from such in-
hibitions. other scholars, as i suggest later, have contended that the uniquely 
modern and expressive power of Caribbean musics has derived from their 
inherently innovative, open, and creole nature, as the product of people at 
once liberated from old World traditions but able to draw on them, and 
having a heightened self-consciousness as being part of mainstream Western 
culture and, at the same time, on its margins.

some of the vitality of Caribbean music seems to derive from its im-
portance within Caribbean society and the sheer amount of attention and 
creative energy it commands. Caribbeans are well aware of the international 
prominence of their music, and they accord it a preeminent symbolic status 
at home. it is not merely that in Cuba a reggaeton singer can earn thousands 
of dollars a month while a doctor earns only $20, or that legions of young Ja-
maican men dream of being dancehall deejays, with a benz, a gold chain, and 
a “truckload of girls.” Jamaicans are well aware that artists like bob marley 
and vybz Kartel are famous throughout much of the world—certainly more 
so than their political leaders. We can also well imagine the incommensurate 
renown enjoyed by Kevin little in st. vincent (population 100,000), or by 
rihanna in barbados when they generate mega-hits such as “turn me on” 
and “Diamonds,” respectively—with the latter approaching a billion hits on 
youtube. likewise, in trinidad calypso not only spreads news; it is the news, 
with politicians, journalists, and other public figures endlessly debating and 
denouncing the latest songs. indeed, when muslim militant thug abu bakr 
attempted to seize power in a 1990 coup, one of his first (and last) acts was 
to set up an all-calypso radio station. music, in a word, is the most visible, 
popular, and dynamic aspect of Caribbean expressive culture.

as styles like reggae and Cuban dance music achieve international popu-
larity, they become part of the world’s cultural history, as well as that of the 
Caribbean. ultimately, Caribbean music can scarcely be compartmentalized 
as a local, regional entity when some 6 million people of Caribbean descent 
populate the cities of north america and great britain, and when the world 
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is united as never before by the mass media and international capital. in a 
global village where sri lankan schoolboys sing bob marley tunes, Hawai-
ian cowboys sing puerto rican aguinaldos, Congolese bands play mambos, 
and reggaeton hits routinely garner hundreds of millions of youtube views, 
Caribbean music has truly become world music and, in its own way, world 
history, as well.
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